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Complexity of equations valid 
in algebras of relations 
Part II: Finite axiomatizations’ 
Abstract 
We study algebras whose elements are relations, and the operations are natural “manipulations” 
of relations. This area goes back to I40 years ago to works of De Morgan, Pence, Schroder 
(who expanded the Boolean tradition with extra operators to handle algebras of binary relations). 
Well known examples of algebras of relations are the varieties RCA,, of cylindric algebras of 
n-at-y relations, RPEA,, of polyadic equality algebras of n-ary relations, and RRA of binary 
relations with composition. We prove that any axiomatization, say E, of RCA,, has to be very 
complex in the following sense: for every natural number k there is an equation in E containing 
more than k distinct variables and all the operation symbols. if 2 <c n <(II. Completely analogous 
statement holds for the case /ra:to. This improves Monk’s famous non-finitizability theorem for 
which we give here a simple proof. We prove analogous nonfinitizability properties of the larger 
varieties SNr,,CA,,+a. We prove that the complementation-free (i.e. positive) subreducts of RC’A,: 
do not form a variety. We also investigate the reason for the above “non-finite axiomatizability” 
behaviour of RCA,,. We look at all the possible reducts of RC’.4,, and investigate which are 
finitely axiomatizable. We obtain several positive results in this direction. Finally. we summarize 
the results and remaining questions in a figure. We carry through the same programme for 
RF’&!,, and for RRA. By looking into the reducts we also investigate what other kinds of natural 
algebras of relations are possible with more positive behaviour than that of the well known 
ones. Our investigations have direct consequences for the logical properties of the n-variable 
fragment L,, of first order logic. The reason for this is that RCA,, and RPE.4,, are the natural 
algebraic counterparts of L, while the varieties S,Nr,,CA,,., B are in connection with the proof theory 
of l‘,,. 
This paper appears in two parts. The first part (Andreka, 1997) contains the non-tinitc 
axiomatizability results. The present second part contains finite axiomatizations of some frag- 
ments (reducts) together with a figure summarizing the finite and non-finite axiomatizability 
results in this area and the problems left open. 
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This is the second part of the paper Complexity of equations valid in algebras of 
relations. This part is self-contained. We use the notation of the first part [l], but we 
introduce less usual notation. 
In this part we prove some “positive” axiomatizability theorems. These theorems are 
complementing the results in Part I. We prove that the Boolean operations together 
with the permutations plj, or together with the diagonals dii, or together with both, 
are finitely axiomatizable. So in a sense, yet the cylindrifications cause the complexity 
of the equations valid in algebras of relations. At the end of the paper we summarize 
both the positive and the negative axiomatizability theorems on two figures, where we 
also indicate the questions that remained open. 
Let U be a set. Then 9(U) denotes the powerset of U and ‘$3(U) denotes the 
Boolean algebra of all subsets of U. Let n be an ordinal. Then “U is the set of 
all U-termed sequences of length n, and thus P(“U) is the set of all n-ary relations 
on U. We consider II as the set of all smaller ordinals, and a sequence s E “U to 
be a map from n to U. Thus, if 0: n -fn, then s o o : n + U is another sequence, 
the sequence s “rearranged” according to cr. Let s E “U, i <n and u E U. Then s(i/u) 
denotes the sequence we obtain from s by replacing its i-th value with u. Let i, j <n 
and G : n + n. The unary operations p,y, p0 , ’ s~~,c,V on n-ary relations over U and the 
constant dt E P(“lJ) are defined as 
p:(X) = {s(i/s/)(j/si) : sEX}, 
p:(x) = {s 0 cr : s E X}, 
S,C;‘(X)={S(i/Sj):SEX}, 
c”(X) = {s E “U : s(i/u) E X for some u E U}, 
We often omit the upper indices U. We will need ci and Sij only at the end of the 
paper, in Fig. 1. 
If K is any class of algebras, then SK, IK, PK, HK, UpK denote the classes of all 
subalgebras, isomorphic copies, direct products, homomorphic images, and ultraproducts 
of elements of K, respectively. In this paper we shall characterize the (equations valid 
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in the) classes 
RA: =SI{(~(~~),~~)i,~<~ : U is a set}, 
RAJ: = SI{(~(“U), J?i)f,j<n :U is a set), 
RAf";=SI{(~("U),d~, Pt)i,j<n : U is a set} 
We note that these classes are all axiomatizable by sets of quantifier-free formulas, 
because it is quite easy to show that they are closed under ultraproducts~ and by defini- 
tion, they are closed under subalgebras. (For the techniques of these proofs see 2341.) 
Throughout this paper we assume that n is finite. If i. j <II then [i, j] denotes the per- 
mutation of n which interchanges i and j and leaves all other elements of n fixed. S(n) 
denotes the set of all permutations of n. The permutations [i,j] are usually called trans- 
positions, and it is known that each pe~utation CT E S(n) is a product of transpositions. 
For any (r Es(n) let us fix a sequence io, jo, il, j,. . . _, ik,jX_ <n such that 
(Such a sequence exists for all (T f S(n).) We then define the term 
We will need the terms pn in writing up the axioms in (BP2) below. 
We begin with characterizing pi/ together with the Boolean operations. Consider the 
following formulas. Let i,.j, k <n. 
(B) a finite equational axiom system for Boolean algebras. 
(P) pU.X = &ix, PijpijX =.U, Pijpikx=pjkpijx, pfix=x for k$ {i,j}. 
(BPI) pij(x + y)=pijx + pijy, pi, -x=-pijx. 
(BP2) c{ pnx : c E S(n)} = 1 A n{pgx : (T E S(n)} = 0 -3 I= 0. 
In the following, we will consider (B),(P), etc. to be sets of formulas, e.g. 
(P)=ui(pijX=piiX, pijpij.X=_X, pijpi~X=~j~p~iX, piix=x}:i,j,k<n, 
k 4 {i,j>). 
It follows from the results in [21] that the equations in (P) axiomatize the operations 
pii (see also [19, 3.2.1’71). Thus (P) implies (P’) below. 
(P’) p&p& = pi&X for all 6, G ES(n). 
We shall make use of this fact several times. We also note that (BPI) just states that 
the Pii’S are Boolean homomorphisms, and thus (BP1 ) is equivalent to (BPl’) below: 
@PI’) P& c .Y) = pijx + pijy, pijtX..Y) = PijX’P2jY3 pij1 = 1, p,jo = 0. 
We wilI also use this fact several times. 
Let Ax, = (B) U (P) U (BPl), and AXZ =Axt U (BP2). 
Proposition 1. (i) RA[ = Mod(Axz ). 
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(ii) Ax2 is an axiomatization of both the quant$er-free theory and of the quasi- 
equational theory of l&A{, while Ax, is an axio~nati~at~on of the equational theory 
of ILAg. in AXZ, (BP2) cannot be replaced with any set of equations if n>2, i.e. 
Ax, if; AXZ. Hence RA$ = SPUpRAi f: H/t&, i.e. RAf: is closed under subalgebras, 
products and ultraproducts but RAf: is not closed under taking homomorphic images, 
tfn22. 
Proof. (i) RA; /==Axl is easy to check, therefore we leave it to the reader. To cheek 
R45: i=: (BP2), let a C (%Y’V, P$,,<~, UEA and assume that C{p,a:oES(n)} = 
1 #O holds in 2I. Then U # 8. Let u E U be arbitrary and let s = (u,. , . ,u) =n x {u} 
be the constant sequence of length n and with values U. Then (r o s = s for all CJ E S(n). 
Thus s E “U = u{ p. a : c E S(n)} implies s E n {pea : ci E S(n)), i.e. fl{ p,a : o E S(n)} 
#O in 2% 
To prove Mod(Ax2) 5 RA{, let M = (23, P~,)~,~<, be any algebra satisfying (B),(P), 
(BPl),(BP2). Then 23 is a Boolean algebra by CLI b(B). We may assume that !.3 is 
countable because RA! is an axiomatizable class. We may also assume IBI > I. Let qf 
denote the set of all ul~afilters of 23. First we prove that %3 has an ultrafilter which is 
closed under all the pij’s, i.e. we will prove 
(3F E Uf )(Vi, j<n)ptF C F. (*) 
To prove (*), let x E B. We say that x is a fixpoint if pijx =x for all i, j < n. We 
say that x is decomposable if there exists a y E B for which x = C{ pay : CT E S(n)} 
and n{p,y : (r E S(n)) =O. We say that x is indecomposable (indec for short) if 
x is not decomposable. Thus x is indecomposable if x I- C{p,y : 0 E S(n)} implies 
n{ pay : (7 E S(n)} # 0. If x,x0,. . . , xk are elements of a Boolean algebra, then we say 
that x0,. . . , xk is a partition of x provided that x = c{xi : i < k} and xi nxj = 0 #xi for 
all distinct i, j < k. The following is an easy observation, as we shall see: 
(1) Assume that x is an indec fixpoint and the fixpoints x0 , . . . ,xk constitute a partition 
of x. Then one of x0 , . . . , xk is indecomposable. 
Indeed, assume that no one of xi, i<k is indecomposable, i.e. that all of them are 
decomposable. For all i<k let yi be such that xi = C{ pC3+ :CT E S(n)} and fl{pCyi: 
o~S(n)]=0. Let y= C{yi:i<k}. Then pPy= C{p,yi:i<k} by (BPl), 
hencex= C{xi:i<k}= C(p Cy : o f S(n)). But n(pg,v : LT E f(n)) = 0 because pcyi * 
payj = 0 if 0,6 E S(n) and i # j, since Xf,Xj are disjoint fixpoints and yi <xi 
(by pIdyi = yi <xi). This contradicts the fact that x is indecomposable. (1) has been 
proved. 
We will construct a descending chain x0 2x1 3 . . f of indec fixpoints such that 
(2) for all yEB there is k<w such that xkdy or xk< - y 
will hold. Let B = {bk : k E o}. We let x0 = 1. Then x0 is an indec fixpoint by CLI b (BP1 ), 
(BP2) and by IBI > 1. Assume that x =xk has already been constructed such that xk is 
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an indec fixpoint. Let y = .xk.bk, c=xx- - bk. Let 1=Y(S(n)). For every iEI define _ 
a, = n{ pqy : c E i} n{ puy : g E S(n)\i}. 
Let .d = {ui : i E I}. We will prove 
(3) .d\{O} is a partition of x and :d is closed under pn, i.e. ps.cJ C .c/ for all 
0 ES(n). 
Indeed, if i #,j then ai’aj = 0 (by pcy~pn): = pd(?).,V) = p,O = 0). By x = v + 7 = pnx 
we have x = pqy + pnV for all CT E S(n). Thus x = n{priy + po,V: o E S(n)}. The lat- 
ter equals c .cl by the distributivity law, and the definitions of a,, .d. Thus x = 1 .c/. 
Therefore .cJ\{O} is a partition of x. Let ci ES(~) and iE I. Then p($a, = 
n{pdpgy : CJ E i}. n{pcjpo,9: CJ & i} = a, where j = {ooci : CT E i} (by pCjpny = Pan. 
We have proved (3). 
Let e, = C{ pga, : 0 E S(n)}, for all i E I. 
(4) e, is a fixpoint and e,.e,#O=+eei==e,, for all i,,jEI. 
Indeed, let (s~S(n), iEZ. Then p~ei=C{php~al:~~E(n)}=C{p~ai:a~S(n)}=e, 
because {aoci : (T E S(n)} = S(n). Therefore ei is a fixpoint. Assume that ei.e,#O for 
i,jEl. Then ptai.psaj#O for some E, ci E S(n), therefore prai = p,jaj by (3). NOW 
c, = C{P;iU, :flES(fi)} = C{PliP&r :aES(n)} = C{Pf7PGj:flES(n)} = C{C)CTQJ: 
(T E S(n)} = e,. (4) has been proved. 
(5) If ej is indec then e, = ai, for all i E 1. 
Indeed, assume a, fe, = C{pcai: ohs}. Then a, # priui for some cr~S(n), but 
then u,,p,a, = 0, therefore ei is decomposable by n{ pnui : cr E S(n)} = 0. (5) has been 
proved. 
By (3) (4) {ei : i E/}\(O) is a partition of x consisting of fixpoints. By (1) then 
e, is indec for some i E I. Let e, be indec. Then ei = a, by (5). We now define 
Xkrl =a,, for this i. 
Then Xk+i is an indec fixpoint (by a, =e,), xk+i <xk and xk+i <bk or xk+, < -hi, (by 
the definition of a!). 
By induction we have constructed the descending chain xg 2x12 of fixpoints 
with property (2). Let F = {b E B: (3k E W)XI, <b}. Then FE U,f by (2) and p:F 2 F 
because .yk is a fixpoint for all k E co. (*) has been proved. 
Let K be the complete atomic extension of 9I constructed from ultrafilters, i.e. let 
K= (W”f>, Pij)l.j<n 
where pi/X = { p;F : F E X} f or any X C CJf. (It is easy to check that p:,F E U,f for 
any F E U,f.) Then 2I is embeddable into a, because the usual embedding em(b) = 
{FEUf :hEF} works (to see this, one has to check pl,em(b) = em(plib) for all 
i,.j <n and b E B). Therefore it is enough to represent Q (i.e. to show 0. E RA;). K is 
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atomic and, by (*), 6 has an atom, say c, which is a fixpoint. Also, Cs. k(P), (BPl) 
is easy to check by using the definition of 6:. 2 Let At denote the set of atoms of 6. 
Then p. :At H) At is a bijection for all rr E S(n). Let us define 
a = b iff (3a E S(n))b = pea. 
Then E is an equivalence relation on At. Let At’ CAt be a set of representatives for 
E (i.e. At’ contains exactly one element from each block of E). Let (U= : a EAt’) be 
a system of disjoint sets such that 1 U,l>n for all a E At’. Let U = U{ U, : a E At’} 
and for all a E At’ let s, E “(U,) be an arbitrary but fixed repetition-free sequence. We 
define rep : C - P(“U) as follows: 
rep(u) = {saroo : a = pea’, aES(n), a’EAt’} if aEAt, a#c, 
rep(c) = “U\ U{rep(a) : a E At, a # c}, 
rep(x) = U{rep(a) : aEAt, adx} for XEC. 
We will show the following for all a, b E At: 
(I) rep(a) # 0. 
(II) rep(u) n rep(b) = 0 if a # 6. 
(III) pyrep(a) = rep(pda) for all 0 E S(n). 
(I) is clear. Assume rep(u) n rep(b) # 0, a # c. Then b #c by the definition of rep(c). 
Thus s,loa=~b~&, a= paa’, b = psb’ hold for some a,6 ES(~), a’, b’ EAt’. Then 
Rng(s,f ) n RHg(sbJ) # 0, therefore a’ = b’. Since so/ is repetition-free, then also G = 6 
by s,( ocr = s,! 06. Thus a = pod = paa’ = psb’ = b. Therefore (II) holds. To show (III), 
let ohs, a~At, aft, a’~At’ be such that a-a’. Then pga#c, p,a-a’. Now 
porep(a) = pa{sa~oG : a = pd, 6 E S(n)} = {s,! doa : a = paa’, 6 E S(n)} = {s,, 0~: 
pga = pEa’, E E S(n)} = rep(p,,a). To show pgrep(c) = rep( pot) = rep(c), it is enough 
to notice that rep(c) = {SW: s E rep(c)} for all o E S(n). Therefore (III) holds, too. 
By (I)-(III) then rep is a representation for Q, i.e. rep: (5~ (~(“U),P;)~,~<, is a 
homomorphic embedding. Mod(Ax2 ) C RAj: has been proved. 
(ii): Since Ax2 consists of quasi-equations, by (i) we only have to show that Ax, is 
an axiomatization of the equational theory of RA: and that RAS: # HRA[. 
First we show that RAE is not closed under taking homomorphic images. Let n >2 
and let ‘9I = (‘$(nU), ply)i,j<n E &If: with IUI = n. We will show that a homomorphic 
image of 2I is not in RA{. Let V = {s E “U : s is repetition-free} and let rl( V) : P(“U) 
-P(V) be defined by 
yI(Y)(x)= vnx for all x C”U. 
Clearly, rl( V) is a Boolean homomorphism. Let 0 E S(n) and x E A. Then rl( V)( p,x) = 
v n pox = pC V n p&x = pC( V n x) = p,rl( V>(x), because V = p,, V. Thus rZ( V) is in- 
* This follows also from [24, Theorem 2.181, which says that any equation not containing Boolean com- 
plementation is preserved from 91 to Cz; and in any Boolean algebra (BPl) is easily seen to be equivalent 
to (BPl’) which contains no complementation. 
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deed a homomorphism on 2l. Let 23 be the image of 2l under this homomorphism 
rl( V). We will show 23 $ RAf: by showing ‘23 p (BP2). By 1 lJ an >,2 we have 
V#@. Let SE V be arbitrary and let x={s}~B. Then ~{p,rx:o~S(n)}=V=l’, 
but n{pBx: cr E S(n)} = 0 # I” in 23, showing 23 !# (BP2). 
Next we show that Ax, is an axiomatization of the equational theory of RA[. To 
this end, it is enough to show that the finitely generated free Ax,-algebras are in 
RAf. Let k < w and let ‘u be an Ax, -free algebra freely generated by go,. . , gk. We 
will show that ‘9 k (BP2). By (i), this will imply ‘9I E RA[. Let x E A. We will show 
that either n{p,x:a~S(n)}#O or C{~~x:a~S(n)}#l. Let U be any set with 
/U/32, and let D={sE”U:si=sj for all i,j<n}. Then O#D#“U and p,D=D for 
all 0 ES(n). Let K = (‘@(“U), py)i,j<,. Then 6 k Ax, by (5 ERA/. Since 21 is an Ax,- 
free algebra, there is a homomorphism h : 9l +E such that h(g,)=D for all j<k. By 
9l b Ax, we have that every element of A is a Boolean combination of elements from 
{ p,,g; : (T E S(n), i<k}. By h(pogj) = p,D = D for all r~ E S(n), j < k then h(x) is a 
Boolean combination of D, -D, i.e. h(x) E (0, D, -D,‘T’}. Then h(x) = p&(x) for all 
Q E S(n), therefore h(x) = n {p&x): r~ E S(n)} = C {p&x) : cr E S(n)}. This shows 
that either n{ pox : cr E s(n)} # 0 or C { pcx : r~ E S(n)} # 1 in ‘u. 0 
Remark 1. Proposition 1 can be generalized as follows. Let G C S(n) be the universe 
of any finitely presentable subgroup of (S(n), o ). Let 
RA,” = SI{ ($J(“U), P~)~~G : U is a set}. 
Then Proposition 1 remains true if we replace RA/ with RA,” and (P), (BPl) with the 
similar equations obtained from a finite presentation of G. 
Next we characterize the diagonal constants dij together with the Boolean operations. 
Let Ekv(n) denote the set of all equivalence relations on n = (0,. . . ,n - l}. If e E 
Ekv(n), and R C n x n then 
ilell denotes the number of blocks of e, 
and 
d(R) denotes the term n{di,:i,j<n, iRj}.n{--dij:i,j<n, iRj}. 
Consider the following formulas. Let i. j, k <n, e, e’ E Ekv(n). 
(BDl) di;=l, dr/=dji, dij’djk<d;k. 
(BD2) d(e)=O+d(e’)=O if Ilell<lle’ll. 
(BD3) d(e)=OAxo+...+x~<d(e’)+V{xj=x,:i<j<l}, where Z=2”, m= 
(Ilell - 1). . . (/IelI - iIe’ll>, whenever llell3 Ile’ll. 
As before, we will consider (BDl)-(BD3) to be sets of formulas. Let AXI = (B) U 
(BDI), Ax2=Ax, U(BD2),Ax3 =AxZU(BD3). 
Proposition 2. (i) RAlf = Mod(Axs ). 
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(ii) Axl, AXZ, A.-Q are ax~~~~at~~ai~~~~ of the eq~at~~~a~ theory, of the quasi- 
equational theory and of the quu~t~~~r-free theory of RA$, respectively. If n > 2 theft 
these theories are strictly stronger in this order, i.e. Ax, &t Ax2 and Ax2 pAx3, or 
equivalently, 
RAff s SPRA; s HSPRA;. Further, HSPRA: = HRA:. 
Proof. RA: b.4~~ is easy to check. TO check RA: /= (BD3), let Cu 5 {~(~~),d~)i,j<~. 
We note that in iu, d(e) = (s E “U :/w(s) =e} for all e E Ekv(n) where key(s) = 
((i,j) : Si =Sj, i, j E ?Z). Assume that d(e) = 0 holds in % and let e’ EEkv(n), lje’/j < llell. 
Then IUldllell - 1 by d(e)=0 and hence Id(e’)l<(liell- I)..~..(llel/ - Ile’ll)=m. 
Then d(e’) has at most I = 2M subsets, and x0 + . + xl < d(e’) -+ V {x, = xj : i < j < I} 
expresses exactly this. 
To prove Mod(Ax2) C SP RAf, let ‘u = (B,dq)ljcn and assume Cu ,L=Axj. We may 
assume lBI > 1. By $3 + (B) we have that % is a Boolean algebra, hence 1 = C {d(R) : 
Rcnxn}. By ‘u+(BDl) we have that d(R) = 0 if R $! Ekv(~), thus 1 = C {d(e) : e E 
Eku(n)). Then d(e)#O for some efEkv(n), by lB/ >2. Let 
~=max{llell:d(e)#O}. 
Then by 9I /= (BD2) we have 
d(e) #O iff lle~l grc. 
Let (U, :a EB} be a system of disjoint sets each of cardinality ic. Let Y=lJ {“(Q): 
a E B). For any e E E&(n) iet 
D(e) = {s E V : ker(s) = e} 
and let B(e) be the Boolean algebra 23 relativized to d(e), i.e. 23(e) is the homomorphic 
image of % along the homomo~hism h defined by 
Iz(x)=x-d(e) for all XEB. 
Then either I< /%33(e)/ d /A( ,< /D(e)( or (I= /23(e)( and 0 =D(e)). For each e 6 Ekv(n) 
let h, : B(e)- ‘$(l)(e)) be any representation of the Boolean algebra %3(e). Such rep- 
resentations exist by the above facts. Keeping in mind that D(e) C Y for all e E E/W(~), 
we may define h : B --+ g( Y) by defining for all x E B 
h(x) = U {h,(x * d(e)) : e E Ekv(n)}. 
By 1 = C {d(e) : e E Ekv(n)) we have that {d(e): e ~Ekv(n), Ilell <K) is a parti- 
tion of 1. By V= U {D(e) : e E Ekv(n), llellc K} th en it is not difficult to check that 
h : !.I3 H Fp( V) is a one-one homomorphism and h(d(e)) = D(e) for all e E Ekv(n). For 
any i, j <n let 
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It is not di~cult to check that dlj = fl {d(e) : e E ~~~(~), (i,j) E e} and DG = fl {D(e) : 
e E Ehfn), (i,,j) E e}. Thus h(d,) =I?;;. Finally, it is easy to check that 
Thus h : ‘U H (‘@( V),D,Gj)i,j<n E PRA:, showing that ‘9l E SPRAf. 
To show Mod(Ax:,) C RAf, let ?l /= (BD3). First suppose that K <n. Then there is 
e E E&(n) with n(e) = 0 and /jej/ = K + 1. For any i: <K let 
Then 91 k (BD3) implies that l%J(e’)( <22”(ile’il), for all e’ E Eke(n). Let U be any set 
with cardinality K, V=nU and define D(e) as before. Then for any e E Eke(n), Ilell <K 
Then i%(e)\ <2 !Dte)l, thus there is a representation h, : ‘B(e) ++ ‘J3(D(e)} of the Boolean 
algebra 93(e). Then we can construct, as in the previous case, a homomo~hism 
h : ‘3 ++ {‘@(“U),d,Y)i,j<n, showing that ‘u E RAZ. 
Assume now h-=11. Then d(e) # 0 for all e ~Ekc(n). Let U be any set with car- 
dinality alAl. Let V=“U, and %(e),D(e) as before. Then 1<123(e)l <Ilo for all 
e E Ekv(n), and then as in the previous cases we can construct a one-one homomor- 
phism h : ‘3 w (‘$3(“U),dt)i,j<n showing ‘11 E RAf. 
We proved Mod(Ax3) C RA: and Mod(Ax2) C SPRAZ. 
To show Mod(Axr ) C HRAf, let ‘LI be any Ax, -free algebra. We will show 21 ERA: 
by showing 9t /==((BD2),(BD3). We will show that d(e)# 0 in ‘u, for all e E%u(~). 
Let fJ be any set with /UI 3n and let K= (Zp(“U),d,y),,~,,,. Then Q /=Axl by ~ILTE RA:, 
therefore there is a homomorphism h : 2I -+ (r since 2I is free. Then h(d(e)‘t) = d(e)E 
# 0 shows that d(e) # 0 in ‘9I. We have proved Mod(Axl ) 2 HRA:. 
Finally we show Axi k Ax2 and Ax2 &i- Ax3, if n >2. Let E = (‘$!(“U), diy)i,j<n E RA:: 
with iUj 3n. Let e,e’~Eh(n), j/e// -cl/e’//. Let V=‘*U\D(e) and define 
vZ(V)x= VI-lx for al1 xEC. 
Then rl( V) is a homomorphism of 6. Let $8 be the homomorphic image of 6 along 
vl( V). Then $93 b Ax, by 6 k Ax]. But by h(d(e)) = 0 # h(d(e’)) we have 23 k (BD2), 
showing that Axi FAxz. Let U,Z: be different, ~==~{u}U’~{V}, and K= (‘$(V),D~)i,j,,,. 
Then E k AX* and d(e) # 0 in (5 iff !/e/l = 1. Let e f E&v(n) be such that Ijell = 2, and 
let et=. xn. Then jd(e’)j=2 and I{.x:x<d(e’)}j=4 in 6. Then 1 =(ijej! - l).,.,. 
(//ej/ - ile’ij) but there are more than 2’ elements beIow d(e’) in 6, showing that 
c k(RD3). Thus ,412 FAx3. t3 
Finally we characterize the operations pij,dij together with the Boolean operations. 
Consider the following formulas. Let i,.j. k, 1 <II. 
(BDP) P;~(x dij) =.x . dii, pfkdi, = dk,, Ylkdi_j = d;i for (I, k > n {i,j} = 0, i #.i. 
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We will need also a more complex form of (BD3). To formulate this, we need some 
preparation. Let k, K CO. Then q(k) denotes the formula 
Xi#OA v xi<d(e)AV pcxi=xj . 
ick i<]<k ick 
o&s(n) 
e&Wn) jik 
X(k, rc) denotes the set of all bijections S :X -At’% where X={xi:i<k} and ‘%& 
(‘$(“u),dt, pt)i,j<, f or some U with U & K. Note that X(k, tc) is finite. For SEX 
(k, K) define the formula S(f) as 
xi<d(e)A A 
PC/(X! )=f@, ) 
Let now (BDP3) denote the following formulas. Let e l Eku(n), K= ]]el] - 1 and 
k < 2(K”). Then 
(BDP3) d(e)=OAn(k)--+V{6(f):fEX(k,tc)}. 
LetAxt =(B)U(P)U(BDl)U(BPl)U(BDP), AxZ=AxlU(BD2),Ax3=AxZU(BD3) 
u (BDP3). 
Proposition 3. (i) RAip = Mod(Ax,). 
(ii) Axl,Axz,Ax3 are axiomatizations of the equational theory, of the quasi- 
equational theory and of the quantifier-free theory of RA:‘, respectively. Zf n>2 
then these theories are strictly stronger in this order, i.e. Ax1 F Ax2 and Ax2 kAx3, 
or equivalently, 
RAfp s SPRA$’ s HSPRA$. Further, HSPRAdP = HRAdp. n n 
Proof. RAip k (BDP) is easy to check. To check RA$’ + (BDP3), let ‘2I c (‘$(“U), 
d$, py)i,j<n E RAf* and let e E Eku(n), K = llell - 1, k <2(“U). Let ao,. . . ,&_-I E A, 12 = 
(a0,. . . , ak-_l) and assume ‘$I b d(e) = 0 A n(k)[a]. By Iu k d(e) = 0 then I UI d K. We 
may assume U C K. Let 23 be the subalgebra of % generated by {ao, . . . , ok-1 }. By 
2X bn(k)[a] we have that {ao, . . ..ak_l}=At’13. Let f :{xi:i<k}+% be such that 
f (xi) = ai for all i < k. Then f E X(k, K), and 2I k S(f )[a]. Thus QI + (BDP3). We 
have seen that RAfp k AXE. 
TO prove Mod(Ax2) c SPRAf’ and Mod(Ax3) C RAf’, let 2l= (23, dij, pij)i,j<n, and 
assume 9IkAxz. Let rc=max{j(e(l:d(e)#O, eEEku(n)}. Then by %/=(B),(BDl), 
(BD2), 
d(e)#O iff Ilell<K 
for all e E Eku(n). 
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Assume K tn, and ‘?I kAx3. Then IAl <o by ‘3 b (BD3), thus CU is atomic. Let 
k = jAt2ll. Let X = {xi : i<k} and let h :X -AN be any bijection. Let e E Ekv(n) 
be such that d(e) = 0 and llell = K + 1. Such e exists by the definition of ti, and 
by ti<n. Then ‘ukd(e)=OAq(k) under the evaluation h of variables, therefore by 
2I/= (BDP3) we have that 2l/= S(f) under the evaluation 13, for some ,f :X H At& 
and a 5 (‘W’U),4~, Pij)i,j<n. Define 
rep(u) = f(h-‘(a)) if a E AN, 
and 
rep(b) = U {rep(u) : a < b, a E AM}. 
We will show that rep : ‘9I H 6 is an isomorphism. Clearly, 
rep:At2l-At6 
by the conditions on f and h. Let a, b E At%, a = h(x,), b = h(x,). Then rep(u) = ,f(x,), 
rep(b)= f(q). Thus by ai=Js(f Ml we have that for all e E Eka(n) and ci E S(n) 
rep(u) d d(e) implies a d d(e), 
and 
pgep(u) = rep(b) implies pou = 6. 
Since for every atom there is a unique eEEko(n) such that the atom is below d(e), 
both in % and in 6, then 
rep(a>dd(e) iff add(e), 
and 
pdep(a> = rephw). 
The above imply that rep is an isomorphism. Then 2I E RA$ by BE RA$. 
Assume now only 2I b AXZ. We show that 2I can be embedded into an atomic K 
such that 6 /= Ax 2. As in the proof of Proposition 1, let U,f denote the set of all 
ultrafilters of 23 and let 
K= (Wuf ),4j, Pij)i,j<n 
where di/ = {FE Uf : d;j EF} and pij(X) = { p$F : F EX} for all X C r/f. In Proposition 1 
we showed K k(B), (P), (BPl). By the same argument, E + (BDl),(BDP) 
since these are equations not containing Boolean complementation. Finally, we have 
to show Kb(BD2). By em:%-6 we have d(e)%=0 iff em(d(e))=d(e)‘=O for 
all e E Ekv(n). This immediately implies 6 b (BD2). Also, by d(e)” = d(e)” we have 
that max{ (lel\ : d(e)’ # 0) = K. Therefore, from now on we assume that 2l is atomic. 
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Assume QI ~AXZ and ‘?I is atomic. We will show 2I E SPRA$‘. Let At denote the 
set of all atoms of 2I. Define E on At as follows. For any a, b E At 
arb iff (a=p,b for some ads). 
Then E is an equivalence relation on At. Let At’ C At be a set of representatives for 
E (i.e. At’ contains exactly one element from each block of E). Let (U, : a E At’) be 
a system of disjoint sets each having cardinality K. Let V= U {“(Ua) : a E At’}. For any 
aEAt define 
ker(a) = {(i,j) : a<&}. 
Then ker(a) l Eku(n) by !!I + (BDl), and in fact, ker(a) is the unique e l Ekv(n) 
for which a,<d(e). For any a EAt’ let s, E”(U,) be such that ker(s,) =ker(a). Let 
rep0 : At + P(V) be defined by defining for all a E At 
rep,,(b) = {sa o o : b = pea, 0 E S(n), a E At’}. 
Then repo(b) # 0 for all b E At since At’ contains an atom from each block of =. 
Having achieved rep(b) # 0 for all b E At, we now distribute the remaining sequences 
among the atoms. Let Z = U {rep,&b) : b 6 At} and W = V\Z. Then Z = {sa o 0 : a E At’, 
o E S(n)}, hence p,Z = Z for all 0 E S(n). Then poW = W for all rr E S(n), since 
pgV= V. We define an equivalence relation on W. For all s,z E W 
szz iff z=soa for some aES(n). 
Then = is an equivalence relation on W. Let W’ C W be a set of representatives for 
z=, i.e. W’ contains exactly one sequence from each block of E. For any s E W’ let 
at(s) EAt be such that ker(at(s)) =ker(s). (Such an atom exists, because (lker(s)ll <K 
and d(e)#O for all e l Eku(n) with l/e11 <K.) We now define rep, :At -9( W) and 
rep : At + P(V) as follows. For all b E At 
repI = {so o : b = pg(at(s)), g E S(n),s E W’}, 
rep(b) = repo(b) U rep,(b). 
For all a E A define 
rep(a) = U {rep(b) : b <a, b E At}. 
We want to show that rep : ‘8~ ($J( V),DL;, pij) e Xa6At, ((y('T&),dij, pij);,j<n. This 
will imply ‘3 E SPRAf. 
To show that rep is a homomorphism, we will prove the following for all a, b E At, 
s E V and 0 E S(n). 
(I) rep(a) # 0. 
(II) rep(a) n rep(b) # 0 implies a = b. 
(III) lJ {rep(a) : a E At} = V. 
(IV) s E rep(a) implies key(s) = ker(a). 
(V) s E rep(a) implies s 0 0 E rep( pda). 
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First we show that (I)-(V) imply that rep is a one-one homomorphism. Now (I)- 
(III) mean that (rep(a): a EAT) is a partition of V, hence rep is a one-one Boolean 
homomorphism. Let s E V. Then there is a unique a EAT for which s E rep(a), and 
by (IV) we have s, =s.j iff add,. Hence rep(d,,)=U {rep(a):~<d~;,a EAT} = Dl,. 
Let 0 ES(~). To show that rep is a homomorphism w.r.t. po. it is enough to show 
pgep(a) = rep(poa) for a EAT because both p. and rep are additive. By (V), 
porep(a) = {s 0 (T : s E rep(a)} c rep( p,,a). Let S = 0-I Then parep( pea) C rpp(pc,pou) 
= rep(a) by the above, hence rep(p,a) = p. pcjrcp( pga) C p,rep(a). Thus p,rep(a) = 
rep(p,a). 
We start checking (I)-(V). (1) holds because repo( 0 for all a E At. Next 
we check (III). Let s E W. Then there is z E W’ with s =z o 0. Let a = at(z). Then 
s E rep,(p,a) i rep(pga). Thus (III) holds. It is easy to check that (V) holds, by in- 
specting the definitions of rep0 and rep,: Assume s E rep(a), If s E Z then SE rep,)(a), 
i.e. s =.sU! o d, a = pda’ and a’ E At’ for some 6. Then s o o = .~,I o (S o a), p,a = ~~i,),a’ = 
P(60u)a ‘, a’ EAT’, hence s 0 g E rq@p,a) by the definition or rep,. The case s t w 
is completely analogous and we omit it. To check (IV), let D E S(n) and for any 
e E Eke(n) let OX = {(o-Ii, a-‘j) : (i,j) E e}. Then ker(s o 0) = a&r(s), and by ‘LI + 
(BDP) and by the definition of pg, we have ker(p,a)=oker(a). By the definition of 
rep, this implies (IV). 
To check (II), we will need to prove the following statement. Let a E At, .s E V and 
(T E S(n). Then 
soa=.sos and key(s) = key(a) imply pOa = pha. C-J 
Indeed, assume s o o = s o 6, ker(s) = ker(a). Then s = s o rc for z= ci o 0-I. By s = .s o z 
we have that 71 acts inside the blocks of ker(s) only, thus there are io,,jo, , ik, j, such 
that 
71 = [i0J01 0 . . 0 [ihjkl and (i,,j, ) E ker(s) for all I < k. 
Then Pd = Pir ii . prclJo a by ‘+U b (P). By key(a) = ker(s) and 2I b (BDP) then pna = a. 
Then pea = pda by rt = 6 o O-‘, as desired. 
We are ready for checking (II). Assume s E rep(a) n rep(b). We have to show a = h. 
Assume first SE W. Then s~rep,(a)flrep,(b). Then s=zog, a= p,at(z), ZE W’, 
and s = z’ o 6, b = pbat(z’), z’ E W’, for some Z,Z’E W’,a,6tS(n). By zo~=z’o?i 
and z,z’ E W’ we have z =z’. Then by z o 0 = z o 6, ker(z) = ker(at(z)), (Y’) implies 
a = p,at(z) = psat(z) = phat(z’) = h. Assume next s 6 W. Then s E repo( a) n rcpo( b). 
Then s = s,~ o g, a = pga’ and s = S~J o 6, h = pc$’ for some g, 6 and a’, 6’ E At’. By 
Rng(s,J) =Rng(sbf ) then a’ = b’. Let z = sat =shl. Then z o g = z o 6, key(z) = ker(a’ ) 
imply, by (*), that a= pma’ = pda’= p<jb’= b. We have checked (II). Thus wp is 
a one-one homomorphism and ‘3 E SPRAfp. 
Assume finally ‘?I +Ax~ and K = n. We will show that 2I E i&4$‘. Let C; be a set 
with 1 UI >n (Al. Let V = “U. Let At’ be as in the previous case. For any a E At’ let 
.s,, E “U be such that Rng(s,) n Rng(sh) = 0 if a # h. We define rep exactly as in the 
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previous case: For any a E At let 
reps(a) = {s,, o c : a = pea’, o E S(n), a’ E At’}. 
Let W, W’ be as in the previous case and define for a E At 
rep, (a) = {s 0 c : a = p,at(s), 0 E S(n),s E W’}, 
and define 
rep(a) = repo(a) U rep,(a) if a E At, 
rep(b) = U{rep(a) : a<b, aEAt} if bEA. 
Then one can see, exactly as in the previous case, that rep : ‘9I H (!@(‘U),dij, pii)i,j<n E 
RA$. 
So far we have proved Mod(Ax;!) c SP&4fp and Mod(Axs) G&4,‘. Now we prove 
Mod(Axi ) C H&4$. The proof of this is very simple: Let ‘9I be any Axi-free alge- 
bra. Then d(e) # 0 in QI for any e E Ekv(n), hence 2I k (BD2), (BD3),(BDP3). Thus 
VI ~AxJ, hence ‘QI E RAfl’. Since any Axi-algebra is a homomorphic image of a free 
one, this implies Mod(Axi ) C HRA,‘. 
To finish the proof, we show Ax, F Ax2 and Ax2 /+ Ax3 if n > 2. Let n > 2 and let 
U be a set with IU1>2 and let V={sE”U:Si=sj for all i,j<n}, W=*U\V. Let 
2I = (‘P(“u), dij, Pijji,j<n and rZ( W)(a) = W n a for all a E A. Then rl( W) is a homo- 
morphism on QI by p. W = W for all B E S(n). Let 23 be the homomorphic image of 
‘%I taken along rZ( W). Then B k AXI but B k (BD2) showing AXI ~Axz. Let n 33 
and let 9I be as above with 1 UI = 2 and let ?-I3 = 2I x ‘?I. Then ‘B + Ax2 but 8 F (BD3) 
showing Ax2 p AXE. 0 
We note that the above proof of Proposition 3 is somewhat similar to the proof 
in [7]. 
We conclude with summarizing the known facts in a figure. 
In the figure there is a tree. The nodes represent classes of algebras of n-ary relations 
(on some set U) and the operations are those indicated along the path leading to the 
node. In other words, a node represents the class of all algebras of n-ary relations, 
up to isomorphisms, where the greatest relation is of form “U for some U, and the 
operations are those indicated along the unique path leading to the node. So the classes 
on different nodes have different similarity types. In the figure we concentrate only on 
the equational theories of the classes involved. 
Let K,L be classes of algebras such that the similarity type of K is contained in 
that of L. Let Eq(K),Eq(L) denote the sets of all equations valid in K and L respec- 
tively. We say that L is finitely axiomatizable over K if Eq(K) U C is an (equational) 
axiomatization of Eq(L) for some finite C. If K consists of all appropriate subreducts 
of elements of L, as in our cases, then this means that Eq(L) has an axiomatization in 
which the operation symbols not present in K occur only finitely many times. 
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In the figure, a broken edge like - - - - between two nodes means that the bigger 
one of the co~~sponding classes is finitely axiomatizable over the other one. A bold 
edge like - between two nodes means that the bigger one of the corresponding 
classes is not finitely axiomatizable over the other one. Normal line - means that 
we (the author) do not know the answer. 
The most interesting open case presently seems to be whether the operations s,, are 
finitely axiomatizable over U, \,> ci or not. 
There are labels on some of the edges. These indicate where the proof (of the 
represented statement) can be found. Propositions l-3 refer to statements in the present 
paper, while Theorems l-6 refer to theorems of Part I of the present work. 
Now we list the results not kn this work that we will use on the figure. 
Nonfinite axiomatizabi~ity of the operations pij over U, \, cf. dii (i:.j <n) was proved 
by Andreka and Tuza, see [S]. This is a solution of Problem 2.b in 1221 and of Problems 
5.7 and 5.8 in [I9]. 
Finite axiomatization of substitutions sij, and of the substitutions together with the 
diagonals over the Boolean operations are’ given in [36]. 
It is not difficult to see that the proof in Monk 1321 also proves that the Boolean 
operations together with CyIindrifications and substitutions are not finitely axiomatiz- 
able. This together with the results in [36] proves e.g. nonfinite axiomatizability of 
cylindrifications over the Booleans and the substitutions. 
Monk [33] proved that the Boolean operations together with substitutions, permuta- 
tions, and the same together with diagonals are finitely axiomatizable. 
In Fig. 1, the root of the tree contains the Boolean operations U, \. This means that 
the Boolean operations are present in every class considered in the figure. There are 
known axiomatizations of the other operations when considered without or with only 
some of the Roolean operations. We now list some results of this kind. 
Jonsson [21] gives a finite set of equations characterizing the operations y,,, s;, and 
Thompson (38, 371 gives a finite axiom system for the operations Sii in themselves. 
The equations for Sij are much more involved when we cannot use the pii’s. For a 
simple proof of Thompson’s theorem see 1351. 
An axiomatization for the operations c, in themselves is due to Hansen [ 17, 181 and 
is the following. For all i, j < n 
c, cjx = c&x, CiCjX = C.jCiX, 
cg . . . c,~_]x=xAc~ . ..c ,,__ ]y=yAco... crr-,z=z+(x=“vvx=zv_~=z), 
C~,..C,,_,X’=X/\Co...Cn-,y’=y--t(x’=xVy’=~~Vx=~4’), 
and an axiomatization of the operations d;j in themselves is the following. For all 
i..j <n 
dii = g,,, dij = dji, d, = dpq + dki = dpq for p # y, 
Interesting are the results when we keep only part of the Boolean operations or 
weaker structures such as Stone algebras. More such results can be found in [ 17, 181. 
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Monk[lZ] + Prop.2 
Johnson[22] + _& 
(Thm.5 5.6 + d4) 
Thm.6 
- d, 
Fig. 1. NS: Nkmeti-S6gi [36], .A{: Monk [33], Thm. 4’: Proof of Theorem 4, Thm. 6p: Proof of Theorem 6, 
unit: Cartesian space (“CI), operations: those along the path leading to the node, - - - -: finitely axiomatizable 
over, -: not finitely axiomatizable over, -: unknown (to the author). 
Or, as in another example, Comer [lo] proved that the positive reducts of cylindric 
algebras (i.e. the equational theory of the class { (‘$(“U), U, fl, &nU,~~,d~)i,i,r, : U 
is a set}} is not finitely axiomatizabfe. These and similar reducts (also for binary 
relations) are widely investigated recently, e.g. in connection with modal logic 
(“arrow logic”), and in connection with computer science (theory of relational 
databases, theory of incomplete info~ation, rough sets). For a sample we list 
12, 3, 6, 9, 11-16, 23, 25-301 3. Open problems concerning these reducts can be found 
in the Problems part of [4]. 
3 We note that sequential algebras are R&4’s relativized to reflexive and transitive relations and endowed 
with the two residuals of relation composition. 
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Fig. 2. Unit: equivalence relation operations: those along the path, -: not finitely axiomatizable over. 
_ _ _ _: iinitely axiomatizahle over and the classes on the hosed nodes are not varieties, all the others are 
varieties. 
In Fig. I, in a node all indices range over M, e.g. di; means {Ca;j:i, j tn 1. 
The corresponding picture for relation algebras (algebras of binary relations with 
composition) is radically different. While the “strength of RCA,,” is distributed among 
the operations of RCA,, quite evenly, all the strength of RRA is concentrated in relation 
composition: this operation is so strong that relative to it all the other non-Boolean 
operations are finitely axiomatizable. 
Fig. 2 summ~zes the interconnection between the R~-operations U, -. 1. - ‘. id. 
If we take the Boolean operations U, - for granted, then the only cause of nonfinite 
axiomatizability of RRA is 1, namely -’ and Id are finitely axiomatizable over any other 
subsets of the operations, while 1 is only infinitely axiomatizable over any sets of others. 
Of these, the finite axiomatizability results are proved in [5] (see also [20]), where the 
finite axiomatizations are also given. Since RRA is not finitely axiomatizable (by 1311, 
or by Theorem 8 in Part I of this work), it follows from these finite axiomatizability 
results that relation composition is non-~nitely axionlatizable relative to any other sets 
of the non-Boolean operations of RRA. 
The “reading” of Fig. 2 is exactly the same as that of Fig. 1. I.e. a node represents 
the class of all algebras of binary relations, up to isomorphisms, where the greatest 
relation is an equivalence relation and the operations are those indicated along the path 
leading to the node, etc. We note that all classes represented by the nodes are varieties 
except the ones inside a box (those are only quasi-varieties). 
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